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BACKGROUND 

Easy Inclusion and GDBN-China 

Chapter is part of a coalition of 

disability organizations and NGOs to 

support persons with disabilities, many 

of whom are facing economic 

challenges or can't keep up their work 

in the crisis and lockdown.  



INTRODUCTION  

The whole coalition contains 

8 Provincial Disabled 

Persons' Organisations and 

around 43 NGO, which aims 

to develop jobs and online 

vocational training for 

persons with disabilities, who 

are influenced by the 

coronavirus. 



Online Vocational Training Courses 

We have developed 59 courses so far 

around personal and career development, 

and have been reaching over 10,000 

persons with disabilities with some of 

them.  



Live broadcasts 

Live broadcasts by 

blind massage 

therapists (unable to 

pursue their normal 

work) have reached 

audiences of over 

150,000 people each 

time, and six of them 

had touched more 

them a million people 

altogether.  



Internet-based Advocacy 

We interviewed 120 Blind Persons on their use of short video 

clip and we learn that: 

58% of them never use short video clip and 

they want to learn； 

23% have tried and upload in Chinese 

version of youtube； 

8% are good at making short video clip  

61% of them welcome show on  

Chinese version of youtube；  



Internet-based Advocacy 

6 persons with visual impairments got 900,000 watched; 

8 of them upload new videos to Youtube Chinese version，and 

the most popular ones got more than 1,000 praise in each  

video 





SURVEY:  
evaluate the impact of Covid-19 on the blind massage industry 

经营规模 

5人以内 5-10人 10-20人 20人以上 

Small scale massage shops(less than 5 workers) with 

weak anti-strike ability accounts for the majority: 71%  



Affected by the epidemic, there are many massage 

shops stay at a low level of operating: only 1.7% 

影响程度 

亏损强撑 中等影响 影响不大 倒闭结束 

SURVEY: 
evaluate the impact of Covid-19 on the blind massage industry. 



As well as these courses 

they are doing webinars, 

and finding ways for 

persons with disabilities 

to connect with each 

other and work through 

mental health issues.  

Webinars: connections& mental health 
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